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Fixed Recording Station
Automatically synchronizes audio, 

video and notes to server

Optional Central 
Repository

(Fixed or cloud)

AccessPOINT
Browser-based access to 
audio, video and files for 

authorized parties

Regional Server
(Fixed or cloud)

Mobile Recording Station
Synchronizes to server on 
reconnect to network 

Education goes way beyond the classroom. Helps students and educators 
capture, collaborate and share, no matter where they are located.

The bundled hardware and software solutions, known as PESA ACES, o�ers robust audio and video capture and 
management features. PESA's XSTREAM multi-channel hardware solutions capture multiple streams of audio and 
video from a wide range of devices and formats and o�er accurate time synchronization of voice and video 
elements. Flexible software controls the capture from a simple, user-friendly graphic user interface, and adds 
sophisticated features like multi-tiered secure �le synchronization to redundant storage servers in real-time, 
indexed multimedia attachments and notes, advanced search functionality and powerful audit and analytics 
reporting.

Easily capture and share important lessons 
Create high-quality audio-video recordings of your class or presentation for students to review on their own schedule. You can add 
integrated text information, such as links to additional reading, or even add attachments like assignments or presentations. A secure 
portal allows remote viewers access to the �les. 

Private and Secure
Granular management controls let administrators assign access to speci�c recordings and �les on a user-by-user basis, meaning only 
authorized students, TAs or professors can access materials. Integrated data analytics let you monitor and review all activity on the 
system: when a user logged in, what material they accessed, what device they used and where they logged in from.

Add other classroom tools, like presentations or assignments
Digital content like photos, videos, presentations, assignments, and more can be added to the recorded lesson or presentation. If it's a 
�le that can be opened on a computer, you can attach it. These "multimedia" attachments receive the same secure, tamper-proof 
treatment as the recorded audio and video �les, ensuring that they are a complete, secure �le.

Quick search capabilities 
The database infrastructure ensures that you can search on a wide range of recording information, such as date/time, professor name, 
etc., in order to easily locate your �les. You can even search on partial matches, so as long as you remember anything at all about the 
recording, you'll be able to �nd it.
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